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The ‘Taxation Society’ is a forum that 
fosters learning and discussion of 
taxation and compliance in the UAE 

and the Middle East Countries. We thrive on 
providing a theoretical, practical and policy-
level understanding of the tax and compliance 
framework to business owners and 
professionals.

 The “Taxation Society” is a group of 
business owners, bankers, chief financial 
officers (CFOs), trust officers, accountants, 
lawyers, auditors, tax professionals and others 
with a practical interest in the tax and 
compliance aspects. With the vision to create 
a learning platform, the Taxation Society has 
been founded by CA Naveen Sharma, 
Chairman and CA Nimish Makvana, President. 
Their vast experience in serving the profession 
and community in the last few decades in UAE. 
The leadership and society have been able to 
make this significant difference with the 
support of Core Committee Members, 
Founding Members and Members of the 
Taxation Society.

 CA Naveen Sharma is Director- Internal 
Audit at Al Shirawi Group. He currently serves 
in several honorary positions including- 
Director – Events and Culture at India Club 
and a mentor role at IBPC – Dubai. He served 
as chairman of ICAI (Dubai) Chapter NPIO in 
the year 2017-18, wherein he made a 
significant difference to educate ICAI members 
on UAE VAT law, being introduced in that 
period and he also served as president of 
Rajasthan Business and Professional Group 
(RBPG), Dubai.

 CA Nimish Makvana is Senior Partner at 
Crowe UAE. He currently holds the position 
of Honorary Director – IOD (UAE Chapter). 
He served as chairman of ICAI (Dubai) Chapter 
NPIO in the year 2015-16 and achieved the 
distinguished feat of being 1st elected 
president of the Indian Business and 
Professional Council (IBPC) - Dubai.

 The core objective of “Taxation Society” is 
to impart taxation knowledge whether direct 
or indirect taxes to everyone keen to learn 
about taxation. The membership of the 
'Taxation Society' is open to all nationalities 
who wish to learn and network with various 
professional members during the events and 
other initiatives of the society.

 The UAE economy is evolving with various 
regulatory changes and the implementation 
of various laws which eventually will bring 
robust growth, transparency, and governance 
with the flow of Foreign Direct Investments 
(FDIs). The UAE as a country has been 
providing a stable platform for 200 plus 
nationalities to come and do business or to 

work and prosper along with the country’s 
growth. The formation of the 'Taxation 
Society' has been with a similar thought 
process to impart knowledge and learning to 
business owners and professionals on Direct 
and Indirect Tax laws.

 The 'Taxation Society' conducts regular 
knowledge-sharing meetings where tax 
professionals and industry leaders are invited 
to provide clarification on various aspects of 
corporate tax law and VAT law for members. 
The extensive Master Class on Corporate 
Taxation and Transfer Pricing assisted 
members to get insight from subject matter 
experts for effective implementation of 
corporate tax law for their organizations or to 
serve their clients.

Get an in-depth knowledge 
and discussion on UAE 

taxation and compliance
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The UAE as a country has been 
providing a stable platform for 200 plus 
nationalities to come and do business.


